To be adopted:

**Proposed change In Bylaw 8.27.2 – Committee on Distinguished Service**

Present:

8.27.2 This committee nominates annually for election by the Division at its spring meeting, two members of the ladder rank faculty at UCR to receive this award, which is designed to recognize exceptional effort and achievement in service to the UCR Campus. These awards are presented by the Chancellor each year during the Commencement ceremonies.

Proposed:

8.27.2 This committee nominates annually for election by the Division at its spring meeting, one or more members of the ladder rank faculty at UCR to receive this award, which is designed to recognize exceptional effort and achievement in service to the UCR Campus. These awards are presented by the Chancellor each year during the Commencement ceremonies.

Statement of purpose and effect:

Effective July 1, 2010 the Administration reduced the number of Distinguished Campus Service awards given per year from two to one due to the budget. The wording was changed to “one or more” to address the Administration’s change and to allow for flexibility if the award is ever changed back to a two recipient award.

Events Management is the deciding body for the activities allowed at Commencement. After the first year, they deemed that Commencement is for student related awards only. Since then this award has been distributed at the Spring Division meeting. This language needs to be removed from the bylaw to avoid confusion or falsely promise recognition at Commencement.

Effective: upon approval
Approved by Committee on Distinguished Campus Service: – 10/21/2010

The Committee on Rules and Jurisdiction finds the wording consistent with the code of the Academic Senate: October 25, 2010

Endorsed by the Executive Council: 11/08/2010